This paper presents batch-to-batch iterative learning control (ILC) of a fed-batch fermentation process using batchwise linearised models identified from current and previous process operation data. The newly obtained process operation data after each batch is added to the historical data base. A moving window of the historical batches is used to develop batch-wise linearised model. The historical batches are updated after every batch run and only a moving window of recent historical batches are used to re-identify the process model. The new model is used to compute control policy for the next trial. The control actions at different batch stages are generally correlated, so to address the colinearity issue, principal component regression is used in estimating the linearised model parameters. The proposed strategy is applied to a simulated fed-batch fermentation process and the performance is evaluated. The effect of window sizes was studied. Simulation results show that the proposed approach improves the batch-to-batch ILC performance.
Introduction
Fed-batch fermentation is an important process in manufacturing high value-added products in pharmaceutical and biochemical industry [1] .The objective of fed-batch fermenter in fermentation process is to feed the substrate at the same rate that the organism utilizes it to produce desired quality with least possible variations in repeat runs [2] . Unfortunately, this objective is difficult to achieve. The off-line calculated control policy may not be optimal when used on the real process due to model-plant mismatches. In addition to that, presence of unknown disturbances and variations in the initialization parameters are literally unavoidable and unpredictable [3, 4] .
A self-learning control and optimization system is desirable to address these issues effectively. There are two ways this can be done [5] . One way is to combine the fundamental process knowledge with databased models to complement the inefficiency of the mechanistic model [6] [7] . The other method is to completely depend on the input and output data and developing a process model by exploiting the available data [5, 8] . The repetitive nature of batch process serves as an advantage for application of databased model [9] such as is iterative learning control (ILC) [1, [10] [11] [12] . In a recent development, batch to batch ILC based on linearized perturbation model identified using multiple linear regressions (MLR) is reported [3] . In that work [3] , the perturbation model is obtained using deviations of process input and output from their nominal trajectories and is updated after every batch by using the immediate previous batch as the nominal batch. This method is adapted into the work presented in this paper.
This paper presents an ILC strategy for a fed-batch fermentation process using linearised models identified from process operational data. The control policy updating is calculated using a model linearised around a reference batch. In order to cope with process variations and disturbances, the immediate previous batch was used as the reference batch. In such a way, the model is a batch wise linearised model and is updated after each batch. The newly obtained process operation data after each batch is added to the historical data base and an updated linearised model is re-identified. In order to overcome the colinearity among the predictor variables, this paper proposes that the linearised model can be identified using principal component regression (PCR) [13] . The preliminary results showed that the model can be improved further. In order for the updated model to capture the evolving process behaviour in the face of process variations, a new technique using a moving window of the historical batches to update batch-wise linearised models is developed in this paper. The historical batches were updated after every batch run but using only the M recent number of batches. In other words, after every run the "oldest" batch is forgotten and the new batch is included into the sliding "window" of historical batches. The proposed strategy is applied to a simulated fed-batch fermentation process. Different window sizes were studied and the performances were evaluated.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents batch-to-batch ILC with updated linearised model. Application to a simulated fed-batch fermentation process is presented in Section 3. Section 4 concludes this paper.
Batch to batch iterative learning control with updated linearised model

Linearised model for batch process
Consider batch processes where the batch run length (t f ) is fixed and consists of N control intervals. For simplicity in implementation, the manipulated variable, u R m (m=1 in this work), is kept constant within each control interval and, thus, the control policy for a batch is a vector with N elements. Product quality variables (outputs), y R n (n≥1), can be obtained off-line by analysing the samples taken during the batch run. The product quality and control trajectories are defined, respectively, as
where the subscript k denotes the batch index. The desired reference trajectories of product quality are defined as
A batch process is typically modelled with a dynamic model, but it would be convenient to consider a static function relating the control sequence to the product quality sequences over the whole batch duration [3] .
where F( ) represents the non-linear static functions between U k (t) and y k (t) at different sampling times and
T is a vector of measurement noises. Linearising the non-linear batch process model described by (4) with respect to U s around the nominal trajectories (U s , Y s ), the following can be obtained. ( 5 ) where
T is a sequence of model errors due to the linearization (i.e., due to neglecting the higher order terms) and v k represents the effects of noise and unmeasured disturbances. Define the linearised model G s as
The structure of G s is restricted to the following lower-block-triangular form due to the causality. 
The linearised model can be identified from historical process operation data using MLR [3] . Let X and Y be the deviations from the reference trajectories of historical data in the manipulated variables and product quality variables respectively, then Y = G s X and the linearised model G s can be obtained through MLR as
To cope with process drift, the linearised model can be re-identified after each batch run with data from the most recent batch added to the historical process data. Furthermore, the control trajectory and quality variable trajectory from the most recent batch can be used as the reference trajectories.
The details of batch to batch iterative learning control strategy can be found in [3] . In formulating the batch to batch iterative learning control strategy, the following quadratic objective function is considered ] [ 2 1 min ( 9 ) where Q and R are positive definitive matrices. Note that the objective function, (9) , has a penalty term on the input change 1 k U between two adjacent batch runs, the algorithm has an integral action with respect to the batch index k [3] . The weighting matrices Q and R should be selected carefully [10] . A larger weight on the input change will lead to more conservative adjustments and slower convergence. For the sake of simplicity, Q and R are selected in this study as Q= q I N and R= r I N . By finding the partial derivative of the quadratic objective function (9) with respect to the input change 1 k U and through straightforward manipulation, the following ILC law can be obtained
( 1 0 ) where K is defined as the learning rate
The ILC law can be written as
Model updating using sliding window approach
Let M be the size of a sliding window of the past batches and use the immediate previous batch, the (k-1)th batch, as the nominal batch, then the deviations of the process input and output trajectories from their nominal trajectories in the sliding window can be represented as:
The updated model parameters can be obtained using MLR or PCR. If correlations exist among the control actions at different stages of a batch, then PCR will give robust and reliable estimation of the model parameters. MLR PCR
Application to a fed-batch fermentation process
A fed-batch fermentation process
In this study, a simulation programme is developed in MATLAB using the kinetic and dynamic model of a fed-batch yeast fermentation process taken from [14] and is verified with the results presented in [14] . The kinetic model of yeast metabolism is based on the bottleneck hypothesis by [15] and a dynamic model is developed based on mass balance equations for glucose, ethanol, oxygen and biomass concentrations. The operation objective is to produce maximum amount of biomass by adjusting the glucose feed rate subject to operation constraints. Each batch had a finite run time of 16.5hrs. The batch duration was divided into 10 equal stages and the feed rate remains constant within each stage. An initial feed rate profile was obtained from [14] . Then, 20 historical batches were generated by adding random variations to the initial feed rate profile. The end-batch biomass concentration of the historical batches ranged between 45-60g/L. Then, MLR and PCR regression methods were used in estimating the linearised model parameters from these historical process data. Batch to batch ILC with updated historical batches was applied to the simulation. The Q and R values were fixed at 1I and 0.0001I respectively.
Results for batch to batch ILC updated models
A batch-to-batch control study using linearised models from updated historical batches was conducted. The number of historical bathes used to develop a current batch process model keeps building up after every batch run. In other words, after every batch trial, the data is added into the pile of historical batches. Then all previous batches are used to identify a new process model which is used to generate a new control policy for the current batch. The cycle repeats and the process model is developed using both old and new batch data. Fig. 1 shows the performance of batch to batch ILC using updated MLR and PCR models identified from growing number of historical batches. The desired final biomass concentration was set at 74g/L. Batch 0 represents the last historical batch before implementing ILC. It is used as reference point to show process improvements due to the implementation of ILC. Batches 1 to 10 were used to test the ability of tracking desired trajectory without the presence of disturbances. From batch 11, a disturbance was introduced in that the initial substrate concentration was changed to 305g/l from its nominal value of 325g/l. Note that the initial substrate concentration is not measured and, hence, this is an unmeasured disturbance.
Referring to the MLR performance curve, the end of batch biomass concentration is improving overall but with slight instability when there is no disturbance. In the presence of disturbance, the biomass concentration improves steadily but slowly. As for PCR, the performance without disturbance is excellent. The output increases steadily with improved convergence rate. This is the desired performance curve. The biomass concentration for the 10 th batch is 73.13g/L. In the presence of disturbance, the PCR model exhibited improving results but slight unstable. Overall, MLR and PCR model revealed improving process operation with slight instability either with or without disturbances. Comparing MLR and PCR models, it is evident that ILC based on the PCR model delivered higher biomass concentration for all the batches. This is due to the ability of PCR model to alleviate co-linearity within the control policy. Although PCR model resulted in higher biomass concentration in the presence of disturbance, the convergence rate and stability was quite unsatisfactory. MLR model exhibited steadier performance from batch 11 to batch 20 because larger number of historical batches is favourable to obtain a better MLR model, thus better performance. The PCR model based ILC gives higher biomass but it does not always improve from batch to batch.
Results for batch to batch ILC with updated models and moving window historical batches
Further improvement was done for PCR model using a sliding window of historical batches to develop process models. After each batch run, the new batch data is added into the window of historical batches. The oldest batch in the window is removed. The idea is to use latest information to update the model and calculate the control policy for the current batch. Three sliding window sizes of 10, 15 and 20 historical batches were studied. Fig. 2 . End of batch biomass concentration under ILC with batch-wise updated models using a sliding window of historical batches. Fig. 2 shows that all three windows sizes exhibit improving results with varying stability before and after the disturbance was introduced. Performances of different window sizes (M) were compared with the one without using sliding window. From batch 1 to 10, when there is no disturbance, all the three window sizes showed satisfactory convergence rate and stability. Within the ten batches, the performances for M=20 and M=10 are very similar to PCR performance without sliding window. The performance of M=15 is slightly lesser in the first 5 batches but then matched the without window performance curve in the following 5 batches. The biomass concentrations for the 10th batch for window sizes 20, 15 and 10 are 73.18g/L, 73.12 g/L and 73.32 g/L respectively. Since, even without sliding window, the ILC with PCR model revealed very satisfactory performance pattern for batches with no disturbance, there is not much room for further improvements with the introduction of sliding window technique.
As for batches with disturbance, the unstable performance of batch-to-batch control without sliding window provided the possibility for further improvement. The effectiveness of the sliding window technique is noticed from batches 11 to 20. All the three window sizes exhibit improving convergence rate and stability when disturbance is introduced in comparison to the non-window PCR performance curve. For window size 20, the biomass concentrations were fluctuating though the trend was improving from batch to batch. The biomass concentrations in the last 4 batches were still higher than the nonwindow trend. The process performance for M=15 showed satisfactory convergence and stability from batches 11 to 17 but failed to sustain the good performance in the following three batches. However, the end batch biomass concentrations for all the ten batches were still higher than the non-window and M=20 performance patterns. Performance trend of window size 10 in the presence of disturbance is as good as the ones without disturbance. The convergence rate and stability is very satisfactory. There is distinct improvement in the batch to batch control by using window size 10 when compared to the without window control method. Amongst the three window sizes, window size of 10 gave the most stable and fastest converging performance. It is shown in the results that PCR method does not need a growing number of historical batches to develop a reliable model. An updated historical batch data with window size equal to the number of control policies used in the fed-batch fermentation process is able to generate optimal process model by using the PCR method.
Conclusions
An ILC technique with model adaptation using a sliding window of historical batches is developed in this paper. PCR is used to estimate model parameter in order to address the colinearity issues. The proposed method is applied to a simulated fed-batch fermentation process. Application results show that ILC based on batch-wise updated model using a sliding window of recent historical batches improves the control performance with and without disturbance. The effect of window sizes is studied. It is shown that model updating using PCR does not need large window size in providing enhanced control performance.
